Codesters Python Part 1: Variables,
Conditionals, Custom Sprites

Objectives:





Develop proficiency in the Codesters learning environment
Learn about/practice using Conditionals in Python
Learn about/review basic coding concepts and terminology
Create a Choose Your Own Adventure Game

Codesters: our Online Learning Environment for Python



Go to www.codesters.com
Log into your Codesters account or Sign Up if you don’t have one



When signing up for a new account, use Class key: 046b21 You will then be prompted to register
an email and password to use for future log-ins

Create a Choose Your Own Adventure Game
We will start with a sample project to learn about the use of conditionals and other programming
concepts and terminology. You will be able to make your own version of the game and enhance it
however you would like








Codesters allows users to share projects which can then be “remixed” by others to create your
own copy; you should be logged into Codesters already so your copy will be under your account
Use the link below to view the starter program developed by Robin:
https://www.codesters.com/preview/601dd313d71a4869a45b5ac86086b9ea/
Click the orange “Remix” button in the right-hand column

You now have your own game to edit! Run it using the green arrow to the right of the code
editor window
Let’s take a look at some of the concepts in this code

Variables:




A variable is a “bucket”, a container that holds some information, i.e., data
o black_cat = codesters.Sprite("blackcat")
o this creates a variable named black_cat
o the content of the black_cat variable is the Sprite created using the image “blackcat”
Variables should have meaningful names:
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o

When you drag a new sprite onto the coding editor from the TOOLKIT --> GRAPHICS tab
--> SPRITES tab --> Black Cat, it creates a variable named sprite with this line of code:
sprite = codesters.Sprite(“blackcat”)

o
o
o

The name of the variable is “sprite” and is followed by the assignment operator “=”
Coding Best Practice: replace the default name with one that indicates what type of
data the variable holds, in this case, a black cat
Python variable naming convention: use all lowercase, with words separated by
underscores as needed to improve readability. Other languages have different naming
conventions

User Input with the ask Method:
o
o

An interactive game has to provide a way to get the user’s input
Codesters provides this capability through the Sprite’s ask method
o Sprite is a Codesters creation and is not available in “standard” Python; it is one of the
reasons we like Codesters so much for learning to code! Without the Sprite object and
all its capabilities it would be a lot harder to create animated games in Python.
o Method: ask is a method that any Sprite knows how to do; we use a method in Python
using dot notation, i.e. by adding a period (dot), the method’s name, and parentheses
choice = black_cat.ask("Do you want it to be spring or summer?")

o

o

Parameter/Argument: a method’s definition may have a parameter, i.e., something
that the method wants as input. The ask method is defined as having a parameter that
will be the prompt to display; the value of the parameter is called the argument; the
argument is “Do you want it to be spring or summer?”
Result of ask is assigned to a variable: in this case, the variable is named choice. When
the user clicks the Ok button, whatever is in the input box goes into choice as a string

Conditionals in Python:
One of the most essential control structures in coding is the use of Conditional statements, i.e., the
action(s) the code will take is determined by the evaluation of a condition. There may be multiple
branches



Python’s conditional structure is in the form “if… elif…else”
In the “if” statement, the computer checks whether a given condition is true and executes the
code indented below the “if” statement if true
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An “elif” clause may be included to tell the computer to check a different condition if the
preceding condition is not true; multiple “elif” clauses are allowed.
An “else” clause may be included to execute statements if none of the conditions are true.
Codesters’ toolkit for conditionals: Choose the LOGIC tab in the toolkit. Find the if elif else block
and click the down arrow to see the explanation and sample code. You can drag the block onto
your code to create a template for a conditional:

Conditional Operators: values are compared using the logical conditional operators
Equals:
==
Not Equal:
!=
Less than:
<
Less than or equal to:
<=
Greater than:
>
Greater than or equal to:
>=
Study our example:
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Format for the if statement: keyword if followed by the condition to check, followed by a colon:
if choice.lower() == “spring”:

o

o

The user’s answer is in the string variable named choice. Any string can be converted to
all lowercase by applying the method lower(). Whether the user entered “SPRING”,
“Spring”, “spring”, etc. as a choice the condition will be true
Indent below the if statement all the statements you want to run if the condition is true;
in our example these two lines run only if the user chose spring:
stage.set_background("spring")
black_cat.say("Sweet! The snow has finally melted!”)



Format for the elif statement: unindent below the if block; keyword elif followed by the
condition to check, followed by a colon
elif choice.lower() == "summer":

o
o

The elif condition will only be checked if the preceding condition (i.e., the if statement is
false
Indent below the elif statement all the statements you want to run if the condition is
true; these two lines run only if the user chose summer:

stage.set_background("summer")
black_cat.say("Oh, nice choice. Nice and warm in summer at the beach!")



Format for the else statement: unindent below the preceding block; keyword else followed by a
colon. There is no condition to check. The code under the else will run when all the preceding
conditions in if or elif statements are false:
o Indent below the else statement all the statements you want to run only if none of the
above conditions are true
else:
black_cat.say("Oops! Sorry, I didn't understand that.")

o

Coding Best Practice: While else is not required, it is usually a good idea to include it
when processing user input. We are giving the user feedback in response to whatever
they typed, even if they left it blank before hitting OK
For more on Python and Conditions see:
o https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_conditions.asp

Challenges!
Try some of these while editing and enhancing your adventure game

Try out the other forms of conditionals




In the TOOLKIT, select the LOGIC tab, and the IF-ELSE button; look at all the blocks listed for
various forms of conditionals. Drag some of them into your editor to experiment with logic
branching
Have fun creating an adventure with lots of possible paths!

Use a Custom Sprite in Your Adventure



Codesters allow you to create Sprites from images you upload
You can only bring in an image that is hosted on a Web site; unfortunately, at this time you
cannot upload image files stored on your devices
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Be sure to use images that you own or that are in the Public Domain
Here are two sites that offer a lot of Public Domain images:
o https://publicdomainvectors.org/
o https://wpclipart.com/browse.html
Search for an image: for example “computer girl”



When search results appear, click on one of the images to get its details



Clicking the image shows the details; right click and “Copy Image Address””



In Codesters, upload your image
o TOOLKIT --> SPRITES tab --> click Browse Image Library button to open Image Library
o In Image Library, click the Upload Sprite button
o Paste URL, click PREVIEW
o Name your Image and click SAVE
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Paste URL and click
PREVIEW





After saving your Sprite, you will be brought to “Your Sprites” in the Image Library.
You can drag an image from “Your Sprites” in the Image Library to your code
o Codesters automatically inserts a comment crediting the source
You can use the .set_size() method to adjust the size
# image from https://publicdomainvectors.org/photos/gahag-fuser9.png
code_girl = codesters.Sprite("CodingGirl_1f6")
code_girl.set_size(.5)
code_girl.say("It will be fun to make my own adventures!")
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Glossary/Concepts:
Terms used in the above practice or in future lessons
Codesters: An online coding environment for learning to code with the Python programming language.
Codesters greatly enhances learning with features that are not available in “standard” Python
programming environments including:



Graphics and animation capabilities with Sprites and Stages (backgrounds), collision detection,
gravity, and more
Events: ability to respond to clicks, key presses, etc.

Program: A set of computer code written to perform some useful application or functionality
Programming Language: A defined set of instructions that can be used to tell a computer what to do.
Programmers write code by determining which instructions to put together in which order
Python: a popular programming language
Variable: a named data element representing a piece of information to be remembered
Conditional: a flow-of-control structure that determines what code gets executed based on a decision.
If the condition is true, a certain block of code will be executed. Sometimes it will have an “else”
condition defined as well as one or more “if” conditions
Function: A Function is a block of code that encapsulates logic typically limited to accomplishing one
task. The Function may take one or more parameters as inputs. The Function will be “called” by another
code section when it is needed
Parameter: a defined piece of data to be input into a function; it may be required or optional. When the
function is called, the parameter value will be set to the corresponding argument passed into the
function
Argument: a value passed into a function to tell the code the current value of a parameter
Function Call: a code statement that tells the computer to execute a function; the function call will
include argument values for each parameter in the function definition
Method: a function that belongs to an object; e.g., ask is a method that the Sprite knows how to do; we
use a method in Python using dot notation, i.e. by adding a period (dot), the method’s name, and
parentheses
Loop: a code flow-of-control structure that causes code to be repeated a specified number of times or
based on a condition (while or until some condition is true); a loop that runs “forever” is called an
Endless Loop
Event: a trigger that the program is “listening” for; code blocks can be “hooked” to events so they will
execute when the event occurs. Some commonly used events in Codesters are when a Sprite is clicked,
when a key is pressed, when a collision occurs between sprites. Events can be something the user does
like clicking on something or pressing a key. Events could also be something the program or the
computer system does
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Event Listener: code that “listens” for events to happen; in this example, a listener is declared for the
click event of the Sprite named black_cat. When the event occurs, the function meow will be executed:
black_cat.event_click(meow)

Event Handlers: code to respond appropriately to an event that the event listener raised; in Codesters,
an event handler is defined as a function that will be called when the event occurs:
def meow(sprite):
sprite.say("Meow! Meow!")

Algorithm: A logical step-by-step outline of the processes to be implemented to solve a problem.
Includes decision points with branches defining what to do for each case. An algorithm is languageagnostic, i.e., it does not use syntax specific to a particular programming language. For all but the
simplest programs, an algorithm is an essential part of the software development process
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